





A study on the audio recording level of the Digital Package Media
?What audio-level could be the best for users in terms of reproduction?
CHIBA Seiichi
Abstract
In recent years, in the musical CD business world, the Audio Level competition in order to increase
the loudness has been intensified mainly in a genre of the Pop and Rock music. After listening to
some CDs, I found some of those were treated in an excessive way for increasing the loudness.
As a result of excessive treatment, despite the successful increased loudness, I have come to doubt
that there is deterioration in sound quality or a change in balance among musical instruments. There-
fore, I verified the situation, and I described below my consideration to what could be the right record-
ing level of CDs. 
With regard to DVD-Videos, most of them were movie-films when they were initially put on the
market, but nowadays many musical DVD titles recording the live concerts or the promotional films
have also been released.
I sometimes found a significant difference in the recorded audio level between a CD and a DVD-
Video, which were packaged together in a set article. It is inconvenient for users to adjust volume lev-
el every time they listen to it when there is a variation in the Audio Level within the same article, and
the existence itself of a variation in loudness within the same media is a problem. Therefore, I describe
below my verification of the situation, the causes, and the countermeasures for them.
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?Sound Quality Assessment Material??CCIR???????????????562???
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